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Abstract 

 

Krupnik is a Polish-Lithuanian cordial/ liqueur among a class of cordials made 

primarily of honey and grain spirit that are native to North Eastern Europe. While it is still 

distributed from that area, as well as amongst its ethnic diaspora in modern times, it has its 

roots in the medieval period. While its origin is claimed by Benedictine monks at Nieśwież 

Monastery, founded in 1584, ethnographic and historical research suggests that its roots are 

far older. This research draws on a tradition of landrace fermented honey beverages that are 

unique to ethnic groups of the area yet share many similar traits, and the comparison of which 

allows for meaningful inferences to be drawn while preserving the character of each item. 

The research presented is divided into three sections detailing research concerns, 

historical and ethnographic background, and lastly, the methods by which the cordial was 

created. Throughout this process, concerns were given to the history of the area and its 

paucity of written record, as well as to modern sanitation/health concerns when preparing the 

item for consumption.  

Unlike previous entries to the 2018 and 2019 Festivals of the Passing of the Ice 

Dragon, and those for the 2019 Kingdom A&S Championships, this entry uses a single honey 

variant and a single ingredient. This Krupnik is made of Lithuanian Wildflower honey from 

the Kaunas Region, near the modern and historical capital of Vilnius, vodka, and bison grass 

(also called sweetgrass and holy grass- Hierochloe odorata). The honey was sourced for is 

authenticity and quality, H. odorata for its uses in traditional medicines of the area. 
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Section I: Research Concerns 

 The research concerns for this topic can be roughly divided into two parts. The first major 

concern is the lack of native ethnographic sources for the area that Krupnik arises from and the 

ways that the author has sought to cope with historical consequences leading to this paucity. The 

second major concern, which is exacerbated by the first, is the strength of oral tradition in the 

original ethnographic area and how that informs the use of research methods for the historical 

background.  

 Beginning with the primary concern, it is a task well beyond this work to fully navigate 

the impact of generational upheaval that Eastern Europe has endured through the Medieval and 

Modern eras.  The efforts of the apocalyptic horsemen have been long at play in this particular 

graveyard of Europe, and their collective two-millennia span of trauma reverberates powerfully 

through the regional historical record. What can be said, and is germane to this specific research, 

is that among the ethnic groups of this area that would later coalesce into national identities, 

there was a pervasive attitude towards glory and how it could be largely attained through war.1 

As a result, in the Early Medieval Period, the classes of individuals most likely to be actively 

participating in the propagation of generational knowledge, such as the nobility and their 

families, were often subject to cursory winnowing via cultural fascination with their own good 

death. This attitude continued through the High and Late Medieval periods even as society 

further defined culturally and stratigraphically. Nobles of the Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth, 

the szlachtha and later hussar were as expected to participate at the forefront of battles as their 

 
1  Kiaupa, Zigmantas; Jūratė Kiaupienė; Albinas Kunevičius (2000) [1995]. The History of Lithuania Before 
1795 (English ed.). Vilnius: Lithuanian Institute of History. pp. 68–97. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuanian_Institute_of_History
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western European cousins did.2 As a result, the most-likely-to-be-literate class of individuals was 

consistently winnowed by countless factional wars. 

 This phenomena ties in heavily with the second major research concern regarding oral 

tradition. The area of Northeastern Europe, specifically what was the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 

resisted Christianization efforts strongly until the latter and post Medieval periods.  While in the 

modern day, Poland and Lithuania are strongly Christian, the Northern Crusades perpetuated by 

the Teutonic and Livonian Orders extended well into the 15th century. The last of the major 

conflicts of these, the Polish-Lithuanian-Teutonic Wars which were instigated in part by pagan 

noble uprisings against Władysław II Jagiełło, was not concluded until 1411 Peace of Thorn.3 As 

many nobles in this period would cycle through conversion to and renunciation of Christianity, 

however, it would be difficult to fully pin down the actual conversion of the area.4 Additionally, 

the end of the “prehistoric era” in the region only ends with the advent of the Grand Duchy itself 

(and thus the consolidation of the Baltic tribes) in the 13th Century.  Furthermore, rapid 

Russification and Polonization additionally threatened the preservation of a national, Lithuanian 

identity. 

 Consequently, organized religion was absent in the Baltic region of Europe, with only a 

tenuous foothold in the later period. Thus, it lacked the monastic traditions of Western Europe 

that produced many of the Early and High Medieval literary sources that modern research tends 

to rely on for primary sources. Lamentably, the rich oral tradition of the Old Prussian/ Lithuanian 

 
2  Kiaupa, Zigmantas; Jūratė Kiaupienė; Albinas Kunevičius (2000) [1995]. The History of Lithuania Before 
1795 (English ed.). Vilnius: Lithuanian Institute of History. pp. 172–174. 
3 Rowell, S. C. (1994), Lithuania Ascending: A Pagan Empire Within East-central Europe, 1295–1345, 
Cambridge University Press 
4 Rowell, S. C. (1994), Lithuania Ascending: A Pagan Empire Within East-central Europe, 1295–1345, 
Cambridge University Press 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithuanian_Institute_of_History
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peoples was near-completely lost with the Northern Crusades and subsequent conversion, and 

any chance at direct ethnographic connections was lost as well.5  

 Given these concerns and their immutability, the path that this research takes to inform 

the cultural underpinnings that created Krupnik and its variants is less straightforward than some 

would like. Taking the points outlined in this section in account, the author considered several 

methods by which robust research might still be undertaken. The choice to use post-structuralist 

techniques, and to utilize a metatextual approach, was not made lightly.6 Should primary sources 

be recovered from the area that directly shed light on the period and these peoples, it would be a 

boon to ethnography. However, as none currently exist to the author’s knowledge, use of primary 

sources adjacent to the area and period must be used to create sound inference in the absence of 

direct source. In light of these developments, this research draws on contemporary Rus accounts, 

as well as local material from before and after the Medieval period to inform the historical and 

ethnographic background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 This is unfortunately the fate of many Northern Pagan religions. Certain folk tales and folks songs survive, 
and the neo-pagan religion of Romuva has made inroads on collating and preserving what traditions might be 
derived from local customs. But, unlike the Scandinavian traditions, there is no Lithuanian Snorri Sturrlson to 
even offer a glimpse. 
6 Post-structural/ metatextual: these are terms referring to a suite of methods used in anthropology, 
archaeology, and historiography. Meta-textual or Textual Meta Analysis is defined: a study that examines the 
pooled results of several different, but similar, experiments for statical correlations. In that sense, you are 
doing a "meta-analysis of the contextual perception of [insert field of study]". Post-structuralism argues that a 
culture cannot be understood/ defined by the assumptions of fixed understanding. That is to say, if we are to 
understand a culture by one facet of it, we would have to assume that it never changes. Post-structuralism 
critiques this kind of rigidity, as well as the assumption of universal comparisons. In essence, it keeps the 
author honest and from making wild speculations without considering the inherent nature of a once-living, 
once-adapting culture. 
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Section II: Ethnographic and Historical Background 

Legacy of Brewing/Distilling 

 It was a maxim in my anthropological classes that, where humans settle and begin 

to cultivate grain, alcohol follows nearly immediately in mass quantity.7 Indeed, the earliest 

evidence of beer is fiercely fought between those who study the Nile River Valley and the 

scholars of the Fertile Crescent, with those who follow the tracks of the ancient Horse Lords of 

the steppes sipping on their kumiss and wondering about the fuss of agriculture.8 

Academic shouting aside, alcohol has long been a staple of human existence and has 

taken a variety of forms. For the people who settled East of the River Elbe and North of the 

Caucasus Mountains, their cultural liquor contribution was vodka, as well as its various adjacent 

forms. These were created by using additives such as herbs, spices, or honey. Honey, popular in 

its own right for its use in mead production, was a useful addition for softening the bite of grain 

spirit. Eventually, the practice became common enough to earn the right a separate classification 

of alcohol. Called krupnik by the Poles, barenfang by the Germans, or krambambula by the 

Belorussians, honey liquer culturally came into its own.9 

As with any great myth of creation, the origin of krupnik is compiled from scraps and 

entirely legendary. Allegedly, it was created by Benedictine Nieśwież Monastery, founded in 

1584, in and area of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth now known as Belarus.10  After its 

inception it became very popular with the nobles of Poland-Lithuania, called szlachta, who 

modified and expanded their personal recipes for the drink and passed them down through their 

 
7 Arnold, John P (2005). Origin and History of Beer and Brewing: From Prehistoric Times to the Beginning of 
Brewing Science and Technology pp 135 
8 An alcoholic beverage made from fermented mare’s milk, drunk by steppe horsemen including, but not 
limited to, the Mongols, Huns, and Scythians. Has been sampled by the author, who would recommend it if 
you enjoy sour and funky things and are not bothered by weird dairy. 
9 Likör, der Bienenhonig enthält [liqueur which contains honey] Wahrig: Deutsches Wōrterbuch. 
Gütersloh/München: Bertelsmann Lexikon Institut. 2006. p. 227. 
10 Michael Gurin . Nicholas Christopher Radziwill / / The Golden Horde: The Encyclopedia. The 3 tons / red. 
GP Pasha and others. Volume 2: Cadet Corps - Jackiewicz. - Minsk: Belarusian Encyclopedia, 2005. S. 494. 
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closely guarded, hereditary cookbooks.11 While the basic recipe stays consistent, family recipes 

add many different ingredients to create a profile unique to the house. This experimentation was 

facilitated by easy access to the extensive river trade through the Vistula, Dnieper, and Volga 

Rivers. These were overseen by the conglomerate of Rurikid kingdoms which accessed the 

Black Sea and the realm of Constantinople during the Early Period (900- 1200).12 Rare, also 

available ingredients could further by accessed through the Baltic Sea trade networks. Known 

more readily as the Hanseatic League, Hanse member states could access markets as far as 

Cordoba in the West and Palermo in Sicily through central Europe during the latter period 

(1200-1550’s).13  The evidence of the recipes of the szlachta is undoubtable, but that of the 

monks and their alleged distillation is. Given how early folks discovered the process to ferment 

and distill grain alcohol and the ability to add flavorings to it, I find this myth to be of dubious 

credence. That a group of enterprising monks commercialized a traditional product for sale by 

the monastery is likely much closer to the truth. However, while a dearth of primary sources 

leaves scholarship in the dark for the monastic origin, the cultural lynchpin of folklore provides 

some answers. Long before the encroachment of Christianity and the area’s evisceration by the 

Teutonic Crusades, the area of modern-day Poland and the Baltic Coast was once dominated the 

Grand Duchy of Lithuana. Until 1386, when the Grand Duke Jogaila converted to Christianity 

to marry Jadwiga, Queen Regnant of Poland, the duchy and its rulers held fast to a variant of 

paganism now called Romuva.14 Analysis of the primary sources closest to the period indicated 

that the Romuva faith had a loosely organized pantheon and was highly animistic, allowing for 

 
11 Maria Dembińska, William Woys Weaver. Food and Drink in Medieval Poland: Rediscovering a Cuisine of the 
Past. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1999. 
12  Janet Martin, Treasure of the Land of Darkness: The Fur Trade and Its Significance for Medieval Russia 
(2004) The term “Rurikid” refers to kingdoms and royal families descended from Rurik I, a Varangian who 
established Holmgardr in 862 and whose descendants ruled the area of now-modern Russian until 1610. 
13 Cowan, Alexander. "Hanseatic League: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide" (Oxford University 
Press, 2010) 
14 Rowell, S. C. (1994). Lithuania Ascending: A Pagan Empire Within East-Central Europe, 1295-1345. 
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series. Cambridge University Press. 
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the incorporation of deities of all kinds.15 While authoritative lists of canonical gods are difficult 

to come by and often don’t agree with each other, they still demonstrate consistent themes. In 

particular, Algirdas J. Greimas, who will be cited further in the latter sections of this work, 

detailed his understanding of Lithuanian mythology in pieces through the lens of linguistic 

development. This approach has its merits and detractions, but fundamentally his account is the 

closest we have of a native speaker giving native voice to his own beliefs. For clarity, further 

discussion of Lithuanian mythology concerning honey and its uses is outlined in the following 

section.16 

In the absence of contemporary sources, we must rely on post-structuralist techniques to 

understand the emphasis that Medieval practitioners of Romuva placed on alcohol making.17 

This will allow us to understand that the origin of krupnik lies in the hands of early 

farmholders and those who lived well beyond the margins of recorded history. The evidence of 

the gods of fermentation, agriculture, honey, and roads of trade and travel heavily indicate a 

cultural mindset of people who sought to grow resources, alter them to produce a commodity, 

and then look beyond their borders for consumption markets.18 The intentionality that builds 

the sympathetic magic of prayer and offering underpins this statement, as one does not pray for 

ventures to go smoothly if they do not care much about their success. Given these links, it is 

unlikely that krupnik was fabricated by Christian monks with little stake in the matter of its 

creation. Rather, it was much more likely to be a very traditional beverage, most likely used in 

offerings as mead and aquavit were used by people of Germanic customs.19  

 
15 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press 
16 As stated earlier, sources contemporary to the medieval period are absent, and in their place modern 
ethnography must stand. It is not ideal. The author desperately hopes for a cache of hitherto unknown 
documents to be discovered. 
17 Barry, P. Beginning theory: an introduction to literary and cultural theory. Manchester University Press, 
Manchester, 2002. 
18 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press 
19 Blue, Anthony Dias (2004). The Complete Book of Spirits: A Guide to Their History, Production, and 
Enjoyment. New York: HarperCollins Publishers 
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Meta-textual reference and inference can assist us here further. There are a few, rare 

early external sources that describe the region, though the bulk are from the High and Late 

Medieval Periods. Specifically, through the Medieval Period, Rus and Ruthenian (later 

Russian) kingdoms lay east of the region. By virtue of Orthodox Christianity’s early 

introduction in the 9th Century and formal adoption in the 11th under Vladimir Sviatoslavich 

“the Great,” and its assistance in solidifying the legal and bureaucratic aspects of the Grand 

Princedom, excellent records of taxation and diet in the Rus Principalities exist. In many cases, 

these records include direct or oblique references to their neighbors.  

References to the beer and mead of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth are manifold, 

both internally and externally. In the late 9th century CE, Wulfstan of Hedeby, known for his 

accounts while travelling as a trader in the Baltic Region, describes the tribes of Prussia in his 

trip to Truso (modern-day Gdansk area).20 Calling the native Prussians “Aistians”, after their 

archaic Latin name “Aestii,” he describes them as having “mead in profusion.” Half a 

millennium later in 1326, a chronicler for the Knights Templar named Peter of Dusburg 

confirms that the Baltic Prussian tribes are still drinking “honey wine, or mead.”21 Other 

historical sources support this later assertion, as the Congress of Lutsk in 1429, convened 

regarding the Lithuanian King Vytautas the Great’s ascension, allegedly consumed several 

hundred barrels of mead over the 13-week congress.22 Given these observations, it is clear that 

honey alcohol was widely made and traded prior to the establishment of the Monastery at 

Nieśwież by the Benedictine order in 1584, and therefore it seems even more unlikely that the 

monastery held pride of place in the creation of Krupnik. 

Lastly, and most crucially to Krupnik, is the concept of distillation and when it reached 

 
20 Discovery of Muscovy-Wulfstan of Hedeby ca. 880. Project Gutenberg 
21 Chronicon Terrae Prussiae, Vol. 2 Peter of Dusburg ca 1326. Project Gutenburg 
22 Rowell, S. C. (1994), Lithuania Ascending: A Pagan Empire Within East-central Europe, 1295–1345, 
Cambridge University Press 
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this region. As Krupnik in its most base form is the amelioration of grain spirit with honey, 

where and when the art of distillation enters the historical record is of great importance. When 

attempting to ascribe a direct date (or even approximate to a generation,) it is helpful to work 

backwards as the evidence can be quite contradictory. Grigorij Kotosixin’s O Rossii folios (ca. 

1630-1667) extensively describe the bureaucratic workings of the Russian state. Germane to 

this research, he describes the Drinks Office (Sytyannoi dvor) within the Department of the 

Great Palace. The recorded daily expenditure of drink, includes “close to 300 buckets of 

simple spirits, spirits with poppy and double- and triple- distilled” as well as the 200 workmen 

of the office who “distil spirits, brew beer make mead and the vessels and go through the 

cellars decanting and pouring off the drink.”23As Mid-17th Century is out-of-period in the SCA 

as well as not applicable to the pre- 1584 founding of Nieśwież Monastery, we must track back 

further. However, it is notable that by this century, the consumption of spirits of the Royal 

Palace numbered in the hundreds of gallons each day, indicating a well-established and robust 

economy of scale. 

Thankfully, there is a trail to follow. Circa 1545, upon his return from Kazan, then-

Grand Prince of Moscow Ivan IV ‘The Terrible’ “forbad the sale of vodka in Moscow, 

allowing only the members of his Oprichnina to drink it and for their drinking bouts he built a 

special establishment…this institution then spread to other parts of Muscovy”24 The decree 

described here suggests that vodka was likely available more widely, prior to its restriction to 

the Oprichnina. Additional information can be found in the Russian household manual called 

The Domostroi, best known by its form edited by archpriest Silvester for the education of a 

young Ivan IV, likely prior to his formal crowning in 1547. This manual, dictated in the voice 

 
23 Kotosizin, O Rossii, fol. III, 109v; as cited in Smith and Christian (2008) Bread and Salt: A social and economic 
history of food and drink in Russia Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
24 Pryzhov, Istoriya kabakov, 49; as cited in Smith and Christian (2008) Bread and Salt: A social and economic 
history of food and drink in Russia Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
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of father to son, contains information on how a Russian man ought to properly manage his 

drinks cellars, including his sprits. As such, the information presented can comfortably be 

ascribed to a generation prior, seating it in the late 1400’s.25 Finally, there are several laws and 

proscriptions against illegal spirits imported into Russia in the late 15th Century, evidently 

from Riga, a Hanse city with strong connections to the Baltic trade through the Grand Duchy 

of Lithuania, and Dorpat, another Hanse city that would later join the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth in 1582 (alongside Riga). Indeed, taverns purveying alcoholic items seemed 

so widespread by the 16th century in the Northern Baltic area  that Michalo Lituanus, a 

chronicler writing around 1550, remarked that ‘in Lithuanian towns there is no trade more 

frequent than the production of ale and spirits from rye.”26 

Given the multiple sources from within period, and their origin prior to the founding of 

the Monastery at Nieśwież in 1584, we can comfortably remove the introduction of distillation 

to the area from the Benedictine’s Krupnik legend as well. 

 

Honey Production and Use 

 Honey was the primary sweetener and preserver of sweet things in this region for 

millennia, prior to the introduction of sugar in the 18th century. 27 The gathering of local 

resources heavily supplemented farming during the Medieval period, particularly when the 

harvests were lean. As a result, natural resources were often cultivated to increase their 

production and regularity. Honey, given its uses as a sweetener, in alcoholic drinks, and as a 

preservative, was highly cultivated in the Northern Baltic region and elsewhere to the East in Rus 

 
25 Carolyn Johnston Pouncey, The Domostroi: Rules for Russian Households in the Time of Ivan the Terrible, p37 
26 De moribus in Arkhiv istoriko-yuridicheskikh svedenii, book 2, section 5, 32-33; as cited in Smith and 
Christian (2008) Bread and Salt: A social and economic history of food and drink in Russia Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press 
27 Smith and Christian (2008) Bread and Salt: A social and economic history of food and drink in Russia 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press pp 171 
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lands.28 Historical records during the reign of Ivan IV (1536)  detail his supporting of his aunt’s 

household with, among other things, 17 puds of mild honey from royal stores. This is repeated 

throughout his reign in similar quantities, suggesting a robust access to honey-producing 

economy.29  

 In the Polish-Lithuanian region, historical accounts exist documenting the trade of honey 

from the area, which infers that honey was gathered therein. However, some of the strongest 

evidence for honey production comes from the Forest of Białowieża in Poland, now a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site and Biosphere Reserve on account of it surviving relatively intact to the 21st 

Century ( and that it is a preserve for the European Wood Bison, called  Żubr in Polish). 

Regarding the forest: 

“Since the fourteenth century, the Bialowieza Forest was a royal forest, brought together 

with other vast Lithuanian forests as a dowry of the Grand Duke of Lithuania, Jagielto, to 

the union between Poland and Lithuania. This political union (Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth) created one of the biggest and most powerful states in early modern 

Europe, in which the Bialowieza Forest served as a hunting reserve for Lithuanian grand 

dukes and Polish kings. The forest was guarded by a ring of villages located on its border 

and inhabited by an approximately 300-person-strong royal forest guard including 

beaters, riflemen, and foresters.”30 

Archaeological and ethnobotanical research conducted and published in 2013 revealed that the 

forest was not only kept as a game preserve for royalty, but also engaged in local forest resource-

extraction practices, including bee-keeping. Regarding the beekeeping reserve: 

 
28 Smith and Christian (2008) Bread and Salt: A social and economic history of food and drink in Russia 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press pp 74 
29 Kleimola 2015. The Road to Beloozero: Ivan IV's Reconciliation with the "Devil in a Skirt" Russian History , 
2015, Vol. 42, No. 1, Festschrift for Janet Martin pp. 64-81: A pud is 16.38 kg, or 36.11 lbs. 
30 Samojlik et al (2013) Quantifying Historic Human Impacts on Forest Environments: A Case Study in 
Białowieża Forest, Poland. Environmental History , July 2013, Vol. 18, No. 3 pg 577. 
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“ Villagers were granted the right to carve beehives in coniferous and mixed coniferous 

forests. Scots pine was the preferred tree for carving beehives; only occasionally would 

spruce or oak also be used). The right to attract bees and collect honey and wax were also 

documented. Because beekeepers needed smoke to handle the bees, they carried fire into 

the forest. Eighteenth-century historical documents show that beekeepers caused fires 

that swept across the forest floor.”31 

Thus presented, honey was clearly a widely available resource in the area and under 

demonstrable cultivation beyond wild-gathering practice, making it widely available for trade 

and use. 

 Tying this production to use by local tribal groups prior to extensive documentation is a 

difficult task. As mentioned throughout this research, the lost oral tradition severely cripples any 

understanding of the prehistoric period. Honey storage and beverage consumption is similarly 

difficult, as these products were meant to be consumed and thus can be difficult to identify via 

residue analysis in archaeological methods. 

 There are suggestions, however, and for this we must rely once again on Algirdas J. 

Greimas and his work documenting the traditions and beliefs of his people. Drawing on Jan 

Lasicki’s De diis samagitarum, published in 1868, Greimas describes the relationship between 

women and bees in Lithuanian folklore and mythology.32 Austėja, he explains, is the goddess of 

fertility and honey, her name derived from the frequentative form of a Lithuanian word meaning 

to weave—the image of a shuttle clicking back and forth seen as not dissimilar to the diligent 

zigzags of bees hard at work.33 Indeed, he explicates from Lasicki’s work, that: 

 
31 Samojlik et al (2013) Quantifying Historic Human Impacts on Forest Environments: A Case Study in 
Białowieża Forest, Poland. Environmental History , July 2013, Vol. 18, No. 3 pg 588 
32 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp158 
33 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp159 
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“When the bees begin to swarm, people pray [ to Austėja] that more of them be brought 

to the beehives and that [she] hold back the drones.”34 

Clearly, the prayers for there to be more beekeepers and the stings to be less frequent elucidate 

the sympathetic magic in the Lithuanian’s relationship with bees and the honey they produced. 

 Furthermore, and perhaps most intriguing, is the way that honey and fertility intertwined 

in the Lithuanian traditions of marriage. Greimas, again drawing on his own traditions as well as 

accounts of others before him, describes Austėja as the guardian of marriage and the woman in 

particular, until she bears her first child.35  Her presence in the rituals of marriage and the first 

christening are right and expected. More tantalizing, however, is how her presence is invoked. 

Says Greimas: 

“ At midnight when the [wedding] wreath is removed they drink the tears of the 

marti…The husband’s mother presents a chestnut full of the tears of the bride. The 

composition of this drink has changed, it appears, over time: the most modern texts say 

that it is a “cherry or plumb brandy”…while older sources describe it as a mixture of a 

distilled spirit and honey  (Glagau) or a drink composed of a distilled spirit, raisins, and 

honey .”36 

And again says Greimas, citing Gisevius (1798-1880) of the christening:  

“… on the second day of the christening, one of the godmothers takes a tin full of honey 

with raisins and distilled spirit, and accompanied by another godmother goes around with 

a song…”37 

 
34 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp160 
35 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp 174 
36 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp 175 
37 Greimas, A. (1992). Of Gods and Men. Indiana University Press pp 175 
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While these anecdotes are surely interesting from an ethnographic standpoint, the word Glagau 

and the described drink is of poignant note, as glagau is the Lithuanian name for Krupnik, and 

the drink described matches it precisely. Thus, while this avenue of research needs to be 

explored much further to find Krupnik in particular, the demonstration of the connection between 

Lithuanians and honey is highly suggestible. 

Ingredient Sourcing 

In this work I previously touched upon the existence of extensive trade networks that 

connected the Baltic, Black, Caspian, and Mediterranean Seas during the Early Period. Their 

importance for the intersection of trade cannot be underestimated as these trade corridors 

functioned as high-volume medieval highways for centuries. As early as the 8th century, 

Scandinavians were traveling across the continent as mercenaries and tradesmen, bringing 

various cultures into contact with exotic goods.38 Intermediate stages along the Volga and 

Dnieper routes expanded into hubs of commerce operating under the mandate of the Rurikid 

Varangian princes.39 By the height of the Viking Age, the vast majority of this network was 

fully controlled and operated by Vikings, anchored by the Grand Principalities of Novogorod 

in the North on Lakes Ilmen and Ladoga and Kiev in the south on the Dnieper River.40 This 

hegemony of Rurikid princedoms thus controlled all trade from the Baltic Sea through the 

northern lakes of Ladoga and Ilmen all the way to Black Sea. To access this network from the 

north, Viking trade ships made crucial stops along the Pomeranian and Curonian coastlines, 

acquiring valuable materials such as fur and amber from the Lithuanian towns of Kaup and 

 
38 Jesch, Judith (2001). Ships and Men in the Late Viking Age: The Vocabulary of Runic Inscriptions and Skaldic 
Verse. Boydell Press. Pg 99 
39 Franklin, Simon and Shepard, Jonathon, The Emergence of Rus, 750–1200. (Longman History of Russia, 
general editor Harold Shukman.) Longman, London, 1996. Pg 154 
40 verdlov, M.B., 1970. Transit Routes in Eastern Europe in the 9th to 11th Centuries. Soviet Geography, 11(6), 
pp.472-479. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=p8ZK3v0hrk4C
https://books.google.com/books?id=p8ZK3v0hrk4C
https://books.google.com/books?id=p8ZK3v0hrk4C
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Truso on the Prussian coast.41 Contact with the tribes in the area through trade would have 

exposed Vikings to the most easily diffused aspects of culture, or food and drink. If one 

accepts the assertion that I made earlier in this work, that krupnik was likely an early extant 

drink adapted for production by later monks, this exposure to local cuisine would have 

included krupnik or something very similar. Much like later recipes that included local 

ingredients unique to families, home distillation of this alcohol in the area would have used 

various recipes and combinations of flavors.  

However, the impact of later additions from foreign markets upon the Polish-Lithuanian 

pantry should not be underestimated. Established in the late 1100’s, the Hanseatic League 

represented a confederation of major cities in the Northeast of the Baltic, canvassing the coasts 

of Denmark, Pomerania, Poland, Sweden and Russia.42 Originating as an alliance between the 

German Free Cities of Lubeck and Hamburg to establish a land route across Schleswig-

Holstein, the Hanse cities acted as a bridge between the earlier patterns of river trade through 

the corridor of Rurikid kingdoms and the wider trade routes through England, France, the 

Netherlands, and Spain.43 Through these extensive networks in both the east and west, the 

coast of Pomerania and its Hanse cities of Szczecin, Slupsk, Danzig, Gdansk, Konigsberg, and 

Riga had access to markets well beyond the Mediterranean and connecting to multiple 

subroutes of the Silk Road. Beyond its eponymous fabric, the Silk Road also conveyed spices, 

teas, new cultivars, and new methods of utilizing ingredients. Thanks to close trade relations 

with Turkey and the countries in the Caucasus through this route, the price of spices (such as 

black pepper and nutmeg) was much lower in Poland than the rest of Europe, hence spicy 

sauces became popular. The usage of two basic sauces (the jucha czerwona and jucha szara, or 

 
41 Thomas D. Kendrick. A History of the Vikings. Courier Dover Publications, 2004. ISBN 0-486-43396-X. Page 
187. These cities also contain Viking burial sites and grave goods related to the Dnieper Basin trade. 
42 Dollinger, P (2000). The German Hansa. Routledge. pp. 341–43. 
43 Schleswig-Holstein is the part of Germany directly south of Denmark on the Jutland Peninsula. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_pepper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nutmeg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T._D._Kendrick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
https://books.google.com/books?id=jbompf7OyYwC&amp;pg=PA342
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red and gray blood in Old Polish) remained widespread at least until the 18th century.44 

Furthermore, the Polish pantry was greatly expanded through marriage with Mediterranean 

families. Accompanying the Italian queen Bona Sforza (second wife of Sigismund I of Poland) 

many Italian cooks came to Poland after 1518, bringing with them the use of citruses and other 

Mediterranean fruits such as pomegranates.45  

While the author has made extensive use of trade network inferences in their recipes in 

past entries, they received extensive feedback from their 2019 Kingdom A&S entry as well as 

their 2018 and 2019 Ice Dragon entries and decided to simplify the approach. As such, this 

entry focuses on a single source, wildflower honey native to the Kaunas Region in Lithuania, 

and only one additional ingredient. The ingredient of choice for this entry is Bison Grass, also 

called sweetgrass or holy grass on account of its very sweet, green scent and association with 

Christian holy days/ traditional pagan uses.  

Sweetgrass, Hierochlorae odorata, is a kind of vernal grass that is widespread 

throughout Eurasia and North America with several applications in traditional folk medicine. It 

owes its natural sweet scent from coumarin, a compound used as a blood thinner in modern 

medication.46 Several relatives of this plant, many of which are cross listed within the 

Hierochlorae and Anthoxanthum genii, also contain coumarin and have been somewhat 

interchangeable for uses in Slavic and Northern Folk Medicine.47 Sources directly from the 

 
44 Maria Dembińska, William Woys Weaver. Food and Drink in Medieval Poland: Rediscovering a Cuisine of the 
Past. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1999 p. 95 
45 Jerzy Pasikowski (2011) Wpływy kuchni innych narodów na kształt kuchni polskiej (Influences of cuisines 
of other nations in Polish cuisine)". Portal Gastronomiczny NewsGastro. This is demonstrated heavily through 
court records of the time, as Queen Bona was adamant in her court eating better, Italian food. Court records 
show that Queen Bona imported large volumes of southern European, American and Western Asian fruits 
(oranges, lemons, pomegranates, olives, figs, tomatoes), vegetables (potatoes and corn), nuts (chestnuts, 
raisins and almonds, including marzipan), along with grains (such as rice), cane sugar and Italian olive oil. 
46 2015 Józef Rostafiński's ethnobotanical enquiry of 1883 concerning Polish vernacular names and uses of 
plants. Archives of Natural History vol. 42 no. 1 pp. 140-152 
47 Kujawska, M., Łuczaj, Ł., and Typek, J. (2015). Fischer's Lexicon of Slavic beliefs and customs: a previously 
unknown contribution to the ethnobotany of Ukraine and Poland. J. Ethnobiol. Ethnomed. 11, 85 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Polish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bona_Sforza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigismund_I_the_Old
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Pennsylvania_Press
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marzipan
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period are scarce to absent for folk medicine, being another largely oral tradition, however the 

collection of these grasses for storage is evidenced in archaeological research of the Neolithic 

period in Poland.48 Bracketing the medieval period, modern ethnography from the 

Scandinavian region details the use of H. odorata in perfumes, medicine, as a pleasant tasting 

chew, and in the creation of grass braids for special occasions.49 Additionally, there is 

extensive archaeobotanical work done on “manna grasses” and their collection for tax in the 

historical records. Another byname for H. Odorata is manna grass, and such grasses (sweet of 

taste and smell, not always but usually bearing coumarin) are listed as paleobotanical finds in 

the archaeology of Krakow in 14th century, as well as detailed by Jan Stankow in 1472.50 

Given its use in folk medicine, and that many cordials of the Medieval period were 

created as convenient sweetening for bitter medicines, I thought the use of H. odorata would 

be apropos to the tradition. Considering further that H. odorata is still used as a flavoring for 

vodkas, candies, and perfumes in the modern day, the author felt that enough points of 

reference were met for its possible inclusion in the drink. This decision was further reinforced 

by its detail in period records. 

NOTA BENE: care was taken in the creation of this entry to NOT create a beverage 

laced with coumarin. While authenticity is admirable, the author is neither a chemist or a 

doctor and chose to err on the side of caution when creating this entry. No sweetgrasses were 

directly boiled and steeped into the cordial on account of the rapid effect that coumarin has on 

the body, and that in large doses, coumarin is carcinogenic. The author instead used a vodka 

made with sweetgrass, as it has passed numerous abbatoirs of testing for safe consumption.  

 
48 Bienik 2002.  Archaeobotanical analysis of some early Neolithic settlements in the Kujawy region, central 
Poland, with potential plant gathering activities emphasized. Vegetation History and Archaeobotany, Vol. 11, 
No. 1/2 (2002), pp. 33-40 
49 Alm 2015 Scented grasses in Norway--identity and uses. Journal of Ethnobiology and Ethnomedicine.  
50 Łuczaj et al. 2012. The Use and Economic Value of Manna grass (Glyceria) in Poland from the Middle Ages to the 
Twentieth Century. Human Ecology, OCTOBER 2012, Vol. 40, No. 5 pp. 721-733 
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Concluding Thoughts  

 

The primary aims of this work have been thus:  

1. Discredit the legend of the Benedictine monks at the Monastery at Nieśwież by 

disproving the suggestion that they alone created alcoholic honey beverages at strength 

and that they introduced distillation to the region from the west. 

2. Introduce the plausibility of distilled spirit and honey beverage combinations as a 

landrace creation of the Old Prussian/ Baltic tribes. 

The first of these aims has been emphatically proven through primary, secondary and 

ethnographic source data. The second, and with it a concrete recipe that would pin the threads of 

this research together, remain elusive. Certainly, the intangible elements are highly intriguing, 

but until further primary sources become available, any real inferences will remain just so—fully 

out of reach. 
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Section III: Method  

Abstract 

 The following section details the method I use for creating krupnik, and the source 

excerpts justifying my choice of ingredients and methods. For brevity’s sake, I have listed the 

general recipe and method below. 

Items and Proportions Required 

 

1 cup water 

 

2 cups honey (can be processed, can be 

unprocessed) 

 

*1 cup of flavoring liquid 

 

4 cups neutral spirit (I use cheap vodka) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*This can vary. If you are steeping herbs, 

spices, teas, or peels in your krupnik, this cup 

is nonexistent. If you use fresh fruit, it will be 

decidedly more than one cup. Choose your 

resting vessel accordingly. 

Step 1: 

 

Combine 1 cup of water and 2 cups of honey 

in a saucepan over medium-high heat. Heat 

mixture until it reaches a low boil or high 

simmer. Froth and scum will collect on the 

surface. Skim this off until clear. Once clear, 

take off heat and let cool.  

 

Step 2:  

 

Prepare your flavoring. If using fruit, cut or 

mash into small pieces and heat gently until 

simmering. This breaks down the fruit so 

more flavor can be extracted. If using warm 

spices (cinnamon, anise, nutmeg, etc.), toast 

briefly in a frying pan. If using herbs or tea, 

skip this step unless you like very bitter 

things. 

 

Step 3: 

 

Take honey and water mixture and combine 

with your flavorings of choice into a large 

vessel that can be stored with a tight seal 

(bottle, growler, carboy). To this, add four 

cups of neutral spirit. Seal and store away 

from the sun, shaking the vessel once a day 

for two weeks. After two weeks, taste the 

liquid and see if it needs adjusted with more 

flavors. If it does, adjust and wait two more 

weeks. If not, proceed to step 4. 

 

Step 4: 

Decant your krupnik into smaller bottles, 

straining out all solids with cheesecloth 

placed in a funnel. Drink straight, mixed into 

tea, or club soda. 
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Section II: Method 

A Few Notes: 

 As I mentioned in the research and historical background section, the precise method of 

how to make an in-period Krupnik, and who first made it, is hard to discern and difficult to trace. 

However, there are many modern makers of Krupnik both commercially and among the 

Lithuanian diaspora that settled in the United States upon immigration. Krupnik, also called 

Boilo, particularly in the anthracite coal regions in Pennsylvania, is still widely made especially 

around Christmastime. I have several family recipes from this region, including from my former 

High School Latin teacher, who shared with me her family’s recipe from the 1800’s. While this 

doesn’t formally trace back into period, I have filed them under useful ethnographic items that 

give structure where there would otherwise be none. That said, my recipe, as taught to me by my 

Incomparable Wife, seems to strike a good balance between lightly alcoholic versions, and 

others that I have acquired where I find the bite of vodka to be far too strong in a sipping drink.  

 Additionally, the methods and proportions of how to make other honey and water drinks, 

such as meads, small meads, kvass, and cordials, have survived into the modern day from period. 

From these recipes, we can make some further inferences as to the methods of preparing our 

honey and water mixture, how it might be flavored, and how it might be rendered alcoholic.  

 To this end, I have selected excerpts from two sources. The first is Carolyn Johnston 

Pouncey’s translation of “The Domostroi: Rules for Russian Households in the Time of Ivan the 

Terrible.” Printed and distributed in 16th century Muscovy, though elements can be traced to 

earlier 15th century Novgorod, The Domostroi is a household guide for all Russian masters-of-

the-house, and how they might both practically and morally order and direct their demesne.  

Within The Domostroi are several directions on how to prepare and store various honey-based 
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alcoholic drinks and how they ought to be properly flavored. This is primary source for my 

decisions regarding the flavoring of these entries. 

 The secondary source, and frankly supplementary, is Sir Kenelm Digby’s The Closet of 

Sir Kenelm Digby, Opened, as printed in David Fiedman and Elizabeth Cook’s How to Milk and 

Almond, Stuff an Egg And Armor a Turnip: A Thousand Years of Recipes. I have labeled this 

source as supplementary on two counts, the first being that it is out of period and the second 

being that it is also several thousand miles removed from the cultural sphere that krupnik and its 

variants can be found in. However, Digby elaborates on methods that are suggested at in The 

Domostroi, which while The Domostroi is more particular to my region and time of study, it does 

make some common-knowledge assumptions that any Russian man worth his borscht would 

know the basics for making his alcohol. Thus, Digby’s explanation is rather helpful. As for the 

main body of the method, I have organized it below into four stages: clarification, flavoring, 

resting, and filtration.      

Clarification (and Proportions) 

From The Domostroi, “Recipes for All Sorts of Fermented Honey Drinks: How to Distill 

Mead; Make Juice, Kvass, and Beer; Brew with Hops and Distill Boiled Mead” regarding the 

making of boiled mead: 

“Take one part honey to seven parts warm water. Strain the honey 

carefully through a fine sieve, making sure no wax gets through. 

Put the strained honey in a pot… and boil it carefully. While you 

boil it, skim it with a fine sieve, till the mixture in the cauldron is 

clear. Put the honey and warm water in a clean jar, free of wax, 

and cover it…” 

 

 

From Digby, “Weak Honey Drink (More Commonly Called Small Mead)” regarding the 

aforesaid drink: 
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“Take nine pints of warm fountain water, and dissolve in it one pint 

of pure White-honey, by laving it therein, till it be dissolved. Then 

boil it gently, skimming all the while, till the scum be perfectly 

scummed off; and after that boil it a little longer, peradventure a 

quarter of an hour. In all it will require two or three hours boiling, 

so that the last one-third party may be consumed…” 

 

In terms of method, I agree with both the author of The Domostroi and Sir Digby. For 

clarity of the cordial (or mead in their cases) simmering or boiling off the honey and water 

mixture is absolutely necessary as a first stage. As krupnik is a cordial and not a mead, the 

proportions of water and honey are inverted, with more honey than water. Sir Digby’s recipe is 

interesting, however, in that he insists upon heavy boiling for hours which would result in a near-

syrupy consistency similar to the initial product that my method produces. 

For my recipe for Krupnik, I combine two cups honey to one cup water in a saucepan and 

heat from simmer to nearly boil, skimming off impurities and scum as I go. The process takes 

between fifteen and twenty minutes, depending on the kind of honey you use and where you 

have sourced it from.  

Resting and Filtration 

 As mentioned in the recipe at the beginning of this section, the honey-water-vodka mix 

must sit and rest for at least two weeks. This is to allow the harshness of the alcohol to be 

softened by the honey and mellow with the added flavors.  As demonstrated in the earlier quotes 

form The Domostroi, mead and honey drinks would be served from casks where they had been 

fermented and rested. I have specifically chosen flavors that are not only historically 

documented, but also have the best possible chance of completely softening the alcohol without 

being cloyed by the honey.  However, they need time to meld with eachother and the difference 

between three days’ rest, five days’, a weeks’ and then two weeks’ is remarkable, and this 

process should not be rushed. 
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 The final stage is filtration. Both Sir Digby and the author of The Domostroi mention 

straining or sieving until clear. They are correct in their method here, but clarity in cordial is 

something to be mindful of through every stage of the process. The clarifying of the honey and 

the choice of whether to heat flavoring or cold steep them affect clarity as much as the final 

stages of filtration.  Regardless, for final stages of filtration, starting with a sieve or strainer will 

remove most of the large particulate, but to remove any cloudiness one must use cheesecloth that 

has been layered several times. This will remove most of the sediment to within tolerable levels. 

 

Aging 

 While this step is not explicitly stated within any recipes or manuals, it became a 

fundamental aspect of this entry by accident. I originally made this entry for the 2020 Festival of 

the Passing of the Icedragon, which was lamentably cancelled on account of Plague. Given the 

cost of procuring ingredients with as faithful an accuracy as I could manage, I elected to store my 

entry rather than drink and incur the whole cost again. As a result, this entry has been aged over 

a year without exposure to light or oxidization. I have noted from my original tasting notes that 

while the month-old version was rather smooth and enjoyable, this year-old iteration is markedly 

much more so. I will be experimenting with refining the aging process in future entries as a 

result. 

  


